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Abstract

While much of a company’s knowledge can be found in text repositories, current content management systems have limited capabilities for
structuring and interpreting documents. In the emerging Semantic Web, search, interpretation and aggregation can be addressed by ontology-based
s of semantic
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emantic mark-up. In this paper, we examine semantic annotation, identify a number of requirements, and review the current generation
nnotation systems. This analysis shows that, while there is still some way to go before semantic annotation tools will be able to addr

he knowledge management needs, research in the area is active and making good progress.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Does Semantic Web technology matter for knowledge man-
gement (KM)? We believe that it does because KM often
enters on documents and the business processes that build on
hem. Documents provide a rich resource describing what an
rganization knows and account for 80–85% of the information
tored by many companies. Indeed, for some professions doc-
ments are effectively the product they sell. Examples of these
product” documents include contracts, consultancy reports and
onsumer surveys. KM systems for handling this unstructured
aterial are a large and growing sector of the software indus-

ry. IDC expects that content management and retrieval software
pending will outpace the overall software market by 2007. They
stimate the market at $6.46 billion in 2004 and a $9.72 billion
y 2006[1].
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The Semantic Web envisages technologies, which can
possible the generation of the kind of “intelligent” docume
imagined 10 years ago[2]. We define an intelligent document
a document which “knows about” its own content in order
automated processes can “know what to do” with it. Kno
edge about documents has traditionally been managed th
the use of metadata, which can concern the world aroun
document, e.g. the author, and often at least part of the co
e.g. keywords. The Semantic Web proposes annotating
ment content using semantic information from domain ont
gies [3]. The result is Web pages with machine interpret
mark-up that provide the source material with which ag
and Semantic Web services operate. The goal is to create
tations with well-defined semantics, however those sema
may be defined. The Semantic Web relies on a model-the
definition of meaning, but other types of semantics coul
thought of[4]. In any case, for the sake of interoperability
well-defined semantics is a must to ensure that annotato
annotation consumer actually share meaning. A key contrib
of the Semantic Web is therefore to provide a set of worldw
standards. These open the possibility of operating with
M. Vargas-Vera), e.motta@open.ac.uk (E. Motta), f.ciravegna@dcs.shef.ac.uk
F. Ciravegna).

erogenous resources by providing a bridge of common syntax,
methods, etc.
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Fig. 1. Example of a document with semantic annotation from KMi’s semantic website.

Semantic Web annotations go beyond familiar textual anno-
tations about the content of the documents, such as “clause seven
of this contract has been deleted because. . .”, “the test results
need to go in here”. This kind of informal annotation is common
in word processor applications and is intended primarily for use
by document creators. Semantic annotation formally identifies
concepts and relations between concepts in documents, and is
intended primarily for use by machines. For example, a semantic
annotation might relate “Paris” in a text to an ontology which
both identifies it as the abstract concept “City” and links it to
the instance “France” of the abstract concept “Country”, thus
removing any ambiguity about which “Paris” it refers to.

Semantic Web annotation brings benefits of two kinds over
these systems, enhanced information retrieval and improved
interoperability. Information retrieval is improved by the ability
to perform searches, which exploit the ontology to make infer-
ences about data from heterogeneous resources[5]. For example,
consider the semantic mark-up shown inFig. 1, which is taken
from the Semantic Web site of the Knowledge Media Institute.1

1 KMi, The Open University, Semantic websitehttp://semanticweb.kmi.open.
ac.uk/.

The semantic annotations in the example identify people, organi-
zations, and projects, which are mentioned in a web news story,
as well as including traditional metadata, such as the author’s
name and date of publication. Since these statements are inte-
grated with a large departmental ontology, we can then support
queries like “give me all the stories which talk about projects
on the Semantic Web”. A query agent will exploit the semantic
annotations to map stories to projects and then use information
from the departmental project database to identify only projects
related to the Semantic Web area. Ontology-based semantic
annotations also allow us to resolve anomalies in searches, e.g.
if a document collection were annotated using a geographical
ontology, it would become easy to distinguish “Niger” the coun-
try from “Niger” the river in searches, because they would be
annotated with references to different concepts in the ontol-
ogy. Interoperability is particularly important for organizations,
which have large legacy databases, often in different proprietary
formats that do not easily interact. In these circumstances, anno-
tations based on a common ontology can provide a common
framework for the integration of information from heteroge-
neous sources.

As a motivating example of what can be achieved once
documents are given semantic mark-up consider the Medical

http://semanticweb.kmi.open.ac.uk/
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Fig. 2. The role of annotation in document centric KM. Annotations provide interoperability between different kinds of documents and support enhanced search
services. Annotation tools draw on knowledge workers’ domain knowledge and automatic analysis. Ontologies evolve to fit changing needs.

Imaging and Advanced Knowledge Technologies (MIAKT)
project.2 MIAKT has developed problem solving environments
for use in the medical domain. Specifically, it is tackling triple
assessment in symptomatic focal breast disease, which involves
the interpretation of three different kinds of scan data by groups
of medical professionals. In MIAKT the annotations make the
knowledge contained in unstructured sources (medical images
such as X-rays) available in a structured form, allowing both
accurate and focused retrieval and knowledge sharing for a given
patient’s case. Moreover, the annotations can be used to provide
automated services. For example, they can be processed using
natural language generation software to automatically draft
textual reports about the patient, the diagnostic information that
is available and assessments made about the data by the medical
team, a task which usually consumes doctors’ valuable time[6].

Furthermore, this example is by no means an isolated case.
The use of knowledge embodied in annotations is being investi-
gated in domains as diverse as scientific knowledge[7], radio and
television news[8], genomics[9], making web pages accessible
to visually impaired people[10], employment information[11],
online shopping[12] and the description of cultural artifacts in
museums[13].

An intelligent, document centric KM process of the type we
propose must handle three classes of data: ontologies, docu-
ments and annotations. As illustrated inFig. 2, these need to be
supported by new kinds of KM tools. Semantic search tools are

ject,
h

needed to connect and exploit the information in annotations and
documents. Ontology maintenance tools must support users in
maintaining and evolving knowledge models to meet changing
needs. Finally, tools are needed to facilitate the annotation of
documents, which can detect changes in an ontology related to
existing annotations. Annotation tools will, in their turn, need to
give feedback to the ontology maintenance process when neces-
sary. Strong coupling is needed between these systems to cope
with the re-versioning and reuse of documents, the evolution
of the ontologies used to describe them and a range of differ-
ent users who may require different views on the data or have
different access rights.

Annotation is, potentially, an additional burden in this model
of KM. Human annotators are prone to error and non-trivial
annotations usually require domain expertise, diverting technical
staff from other tasks. Also, without maintenance, annotations
can easily become obsolete. Therefore, unless annotation can be
done cost-effectively the commercial future for the technology is
limited. In this paper, we review the systems that currently exist
to support the mark-up of documents and determine how well
they fit the requirements of KM. Taking the document centric
perspective described above, we have identified seven require-
ments for semantic annotation systems, which we use to assess
the capabilities of existing annotation systems. We would like
to emphasize that we are exclusively concerned with technical
requirements and not with ‘soft’ requirements related to annota-
t ting
p hese
a s well
a pects
2 Medical Imaging and Advanced Knowledge Technologies (MIAKT) pro
ttp://www.aktors.org/miakt/, accessed on 22 July 2004.
ion. Social and psychological aspects are crucial for motiva
eople to annotate information. However, a discussion of t
spects is, though important, out of the scope of the paper a
s our competencies. For a detailed discussion of soft as

http://www.aktors.org/miakt/
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related to the use of annotations for knowledge management the
reader is referred to Ref.[14].

Our pool of ‘systems’ includes two Semantic Web annota-
tion frameworks, which could be implemented differently by
different tools, as well as the current generation of manual and
automatic tools for semantic mark-up. In a fast developing field,
such as this one, it is impossible to complete a comprehen-
sive survey as new tools and new versions of existing tools
are emerging constantly. We have tried to survey the general-
purpose annotation tools that have some aspect of automation
as completely as possible but have had to be more selective with
examples of manual tools. We conclude that, while there is still
some way to go before semantic annotation tools will be able
to address fully all the knowledge management needs identified
here, research in the area is very active and constant progress is
being made. Semantic annotation tools suitable for large-scale
knowledge management can be expected sooner rather than later.

2. Requirements

The document centric model of KM illustrated inFig. 2has
led us to formulate seven requirements for semantic annotation
systems. These overlap to some extent with the requirements
set out by Handschuh et al.[15], but there are also differences.
For example, we do not concern ourselves with issues such as
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2.2. Requirement 2—user centered/collaborative design

Annotation can potentially become a bottleneck if it is done
by knowledge workers with many demands on their time. Since
few organizations have the capacity to employ professional
annotators, it is crucial to provide knowledge workers with easy
to use interfaces that simplify the annotation process and place it
in the context of their everyday work. A good approach would be
a single point of entry interface, so that the environment in which
users annotate documents is integrated with the one in which
they create, read, share and edit them. System design also needs
to facilitate collaboration between users, which is a key facet of
knowledge work with experts from different fields contributing
to and reusing intelligent documents. We have already identi-
fied standard formats as a prerequisite for sharing annotations.
Other issues for collaboration include implementing systems to
control what to share with whom. For example, in a medical
context, physicians might share all information about patients
among themselves but only share anonymized information with
planners. This brings us to issues related to trust, provenance
and access rights. An intranet provides a more controlled envi-
ronment for tracing the provenance of annotations than the wild
Web but access policies are a critical issue to organizations,
which are invariably concerned with confidentiality issues for
client and staff data.
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fficiency and proper reference, although we acknowledge
hese are important. Instead, we have considered four viewp
n the task: the ontologies, the documents, the annotation

ink ontologies to documents, and the users of the sys
ach viewpoint suggests one or more requirements, ea
hich normally brings together several associated needs

nstance, the ontology viewpoint suggests the need for too
upport multiple, evolving ontologies and the document v
oint suggests the need to support the reuse and version
ocuments.

.1. Requirement 1—standard formats

Using standard formats is preferred, wherever poss
ecause the investment in marking up resources is con
ble and standardization builds in future proofing because

ools, services, etc., which were not envisaged when the or
emantic annotation was performed may be developed. Co
nce with standards also frees companies from the cons
f proprietary formats when choosing knowledge manage
oftware. These advantages can be applied to systems i
ral. For annotation systems in particular, standards can pr
bridging mechanism that allows heterogeneous resourc

e accessed simultaneously and collaborating users and
izations to share annotations. It is the activity of the W

n developing and promoting international standards for
emantic Web that has convinced us that this route is wort

owing in knowledge management. Two types of standard
equired, standards for describing ontologies such as the
ntology Language OWL[16] and standards for annotatio
uch as the W3C’s RDF annotation schema[17].
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.3. Requirement 3—ontology support (multiple ontologies
nd evolution)

In addition to supporting appropriate ontology formats, an
ation tools need to be able to support multiple ontologies
xample, in a medical context, there may be one ontolog
eneral metadata about a patient and other technical onto

hat deal with diagnosis and treatment. Either the ontolo
ust be merged or annotations must explicitly declare w
ntology they refer to. In addition, systems will have to c
ith changes made to ontologies over time, such as inc

ating new classes or modifying existing ones. In this case
roblem is ensuring consistency between ontologies and

ations with respect to ontology changes. Multiple ontolo
nd evolving ontologies have been discussed elsewhere
ontext of KM, e.g.[18]. Some of the important issues
he design of an annotation environment are to determine
hanges should be reflected in the knowledge base of ann
ocuments and whether changes to ontologies create co
ith existing annotations. There are also design implication
ntology support as knowledge workers may require faci

o help them explore and edit the ontologies they are using

.4. Requirement 4—support of heterogeneous document
ormats

Semantic Web standards for annotation tend to assum
he documents being annotated are in web-native formats
s HTML and XML. For example, the Annotea approach

ocating an annotation at a particular point in a document
Pointers. This approach will have limited usefulness for K
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Documents will be in many different formats including word
processor files, spreadsheets, graphics files and complex mix-
tures of different formats. This presents a technical challenge
rather than a research challenge, but dealing with multiple doc-
ument formats is a prerequisite for integrating annotation into
existing work practices.

2.5. Requirement 5—document evolution (document and
annotation consistency)

Ontologies change sometimes but some documents change
many times. An example is W3C’s specification documents,
which go through multiple revisions. Requirement 3 concerns
the problem of keeping ontologies and annotations consistent.
This requirement concerns consistency from a textual point of
view, i.e. maintaining correct pointers from the annotations to
the surface representation in the text. What should happen to
the annotations on a document when it is revised, poses both
technical and application specific questions. If the anchor for
an annotation in a shared document is removed during editing
should the current document author be informed, so that they
can re-anchor or delete the annotation, or is the original author
of the annotation the only person with the right to do this? Is
it even desirable, in general, to transfer annotations to a new
version of a document, or do versions of annotations need to
be maintained in parallel with document versions. For example,
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environment is vital. These can automatically identify entities
that are instances of a particular class and relations between
the classes. Once again, HCI implications are important so that
automated tools can be used effectively by knowledge workers
without expertise in, say, natural language processing methods.

3. Annotation frameworks

Having specified the requirements, we now look at gen-
eral frameworks for annotation, which could be implemented
differently by different tools. We discuss two frameworks for
annotation in the Semantic Web, the W3C annotation project
Annotea[19], and CREAM[20], an annotation framework being
developed at the University of Karlsruhe.

Annotea [19,21] is a W3C project, which specifies infras-
tructure for annotation of Web documents, with emphasis on the
collaborative use of annotations. The use of open standards is
a very important principle for all the work of W3C to promote
interoperability and extensibility. The main format for Annotea
is RDF and the kinds of documents that can be annotated are
limited to HTML or XML-based documents. This is restrictive
for KM, as much commercial data is in other formats. However,
it provides in XPointer a method for locating annotations within
a document. XPointer is a W3C recommendation for identify-
ing fragments of URI resources. So long as the component of
a document to which an XPointer refers is retained, the loca-
t in the
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f a contract were prepared for a new client, annotations
eferred to a legal ontology could be retained, but annotat
hich referred to previous clients, could be removed. How

his selective transfer of annotations be achieved? Annot
nvironments need to help knowledge workers maintain ap
riate annotations as documents change.

.6. Requirement 6—annotation storage

The Semantic Web model assumes that annotations w
tored separately from the original document, whereas the “
rocessor” model assumes that comments are stored as a
ral part of the document, which can be viewed or not as
eader prefers. The Semantic Web model, which decouples
ent and semantics, works particularly well for the Web e
onment in which the authors of annotations do not necess
ave any control over the documents they are annotating
M environment, however, many annotators are more fam
ith the document-centric, word processor model. They a

hat, as they have control of documents, storing annotatio
part of those documents is preferable and helps them to
nnotations consistent with new document versions. We
onsider both these storage models for annotations in KM

.7. Requirement 7—automation

Another aspect of easing the knowledge acquisition
leneck is the provision of facilities for automatic mark-up
ocument collections to facilitate the economical annota
f large document collections. To achieve this, the integra
f knowledge extraction technologies into the annota
t
,
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ion of the associated annotation will be robust to changes
etail of the document, but if large-scale revisions are m
nnotations can easily come adrift from their anchor po
he Annotea approach concentrates on a semi-formal st
nnotation, in which annotations are free text statements
ocuments. These statements must have metadata (auth
tion time, etc.) and may be typed according to user-defined
chemata of arbitrary complexity. In this respect, Annotea i
uite as formal as would be ideal for the creation of intellig
ocuments. The storage model proposed is a mixed one
nnotations being stored as RDF held either on local mac
r on public RDF servers. The Annotea framework has

nstantiated in a number of tools including Amaya, Annoz
nd Vannotea (see Section4.1).

TheCREAM framework[15] looks at the context in whic
nnotations could be made and used as well as the form

he annotations themselves. It specifies components requi
n annotation system including the annotation interface,
utomatic support for annotators, document managemen

em and annotation inference server. Like Annotea, CRE
ubscribes to W3C standard formats with annotations m
n RDF or OWL and XPointers used to locate annotation
ext, which restricts it to web-native formats such as XML
TML. Unlike Annotea, the authors of CREAM have cons
red the possibility of annotating the deep web. This invo
nnotating the databases from which deep web pages are
ted so that the annotations are generated automatically w
ages. As databases hold much of the legacy data in comp

his is a substantial addition. It is supported by a storage m
hat allows users to choose whether they want to store an
ions separately on a server or embedded in a web page
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assumes more user control of the document and recognizes that
users may prefer to store annotations with the source material.
The CREAM framework allows for relational metadata, defined
as “annotations which contain relationship instances”. Rela-
tional metadata is essential for constructing knowledge bases
which can be used to provide semantic services. Examples of
tools based on the CREAM framework are S-CREAM and M-
OntoMat-Annotizer (see Section4.1).

4. Semantic annotation tools

Having examined frameworks for annotation, which could
be implemented in different ways, we now turn our attention to
specific tools which can produce semantic annotations, i.e. anno-
tations that reference an ontology. These are a first generation
of tools which meet some of the requirements outlined above
but which need further development to make a fully integrated
annotation environment.Table 1provides a summary and below
we describe each system briefly.

4.1. Manual annotation

The most basic annotation tools allow users to manually cre-
ate annotations. They have a great deal in common with purely
textual annotation tools but provide some support for ontolo-
g note
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files, with the mesh being used to define regions of images. It is
of particular interest from the view point of distributed knowl-
edge management because it has been designed to allow input
from distributed users. This has, for example, allowed it to be
deployed to annotate cultural artifacts in a collaborative anno-
tation exercise involving both museum curators and indigenous
groups[13].

Some manual annotation tools have been developed to pro-
vide more sophisticated user support and a degree of semi-
automatic or automatic annotation facilities. TheOntoMat
Annotizer is a tool for making annotations which is built on
the principles of the CREAM framework. It has a Web browser
to display the page which is being annotated and provides some
reasonably user friendly functions for manual annotation, such
as drag and drop creation of instances and the ability to mark-up
pages while they are being created. OntoMat has been extended
to include support for semi-automatic annotation. The first of
these extensions wasS-CREAM [15], which uses an informa-
tion extraction (IE) system (Amilcare[26]). The user annotates
and the system learns how to reproduce the user annotation, to
be able to suggest annotations for new documents. OntoMat also
incorporates methods for deep annotation[27], i.e. annotation
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in the CREAM family focuses on extending annotation to mul-
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DF mark-up. For example, the W3C Web browser and e
maya [22] can mark-up Web documents in XML or HTM
he user can make annotations in the same tool they us
rowsing and for editing text, making Amaya a good exam
f a single point of access environment. It has facilities for m
al annotation of web pages but does not contain any fea

o support automatic annotation. TheAnnozilla3 browser aim
o make all Amaya annotations readable in the Mozilla bro
nd to shadow Amaya developments. Teknowledge4 produces
imilar plug in for Internet Explorer.

TheMangrove system is another example of manual but u
riendly annotation[23]. The aim of the system was to “entic
sers into marking up their HTML by using the data created
umber of semantic services such as a departmental who’
nd a calendar of events. The annotation tool itself is a stra

orward GUI that allows users to associate a selection of ta
ext that they highlight. Mangrove has recently been integr
ith a semantic email service[24], which supports the initiatio
f semantic email processes, such as meeting schedulin

ext forms.
Multimedia annotation is the next phase of developmen

nnotation, expanding the range files types that can be ma
p into images, video and audio.Vannotea [25] has bee
eveloped by the University of Brisbane for adding meta

o MPEG-2 (video), JPEG2000 (image) and Direct 3D (m

3 Annozilla annotator (http://annozilla.mozdev.org/index.htmlaccessed on
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4 Teknowledge Annotation Applications (http://mr.teknowledge.com/DAML
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imedia experience by automatic extraction of low level feat
hat describe objects in the content. A commercial versio
ntoMat, calledOntoAnnotate,5 is available from Ontoprise
The Mindswap lab at the University of Maryland has de

ped annotation systems for both Simple HTML Ontol
xtensions (SHOE) and RDF.SHOE Knowledge Annotator

29] was an early system which allowed users to mark-up HT
ages in SHOE guided by ontologies available locally or v
RL. Users were assisted by being prompted for inputs. Un
lly, the SHOE Knowledge Annotator did not have a brows
isplay Web pages, which could only be viewed as source
unning SHOE [29] took a step towards automated mark
y assisting users to build wrappers for Web pages that sp
ow to extract entities from lists and other pages with reg

ormats. Mindswap is continuing to develop a range of Sem
eb tools[30]. A recent addition of relevance to this surve

he RDF annotatorSMORE6 which allows mark-up of image
nd emails as well as HTML and text.

A tool with similar characteristics to SMORE is theOpen
ntology Forge (OOF)[31]. OOF is seen by its creators at
ational Institute of Informatics, Japan, as an ontology edito
upports annotation, taking it a step further towards an integ
nvironment to handle documents, ontologies and annota

The COHSE Annotator[32] produces annotations that a
ompatible with Annotea standards, although the annota

5 OntoAnnotate (http://www.ontoprise.de/products/ontoannotateaccessed o
0 November 2004).
6 SMORE: Semantic Markup, Ontology and RDF Editor (http://www.
indswap.org/∼aditkal/editor.shtmlaccessed on 28 July 2004).
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Table 1
Comparison of annotation tools for requirements 1–6

Annotation tool Standard formats User-centred design Ontology support Document formats Document
evolution

Annotation storage

Amaya RDF(S) XLink, XPointer Web browser & editor Annotation server HTML, XHTML and
XML

XPointer Local or annotation server

Mangrove RDF Graphical annotation tool HTML, email RDF database (Jena)
Vannotea XML Collaboration support MPEG-2, JPEG2000,

Direct3D
Annotation server

OntoMat DAML + OIL, OWL, SQL,
XPointer

Drag & drop, create & annotate OntoBroker annotation
inference server

HTML, Deep Web XPointer, pattern
matching

Annotation server, embedded
in webpage, separate file

M-OntoMat-
Annotizer

XML, RDF(S) DOLCE Automatic extraction of visual
descriptors

MPEG-7 Annotation server

SHOE Knowledge
annotator

SHOE Prompting Ontology server HTML Embedded in Webpage

SMORE RDF(S) Web browser & editor Ontology server and ontology
editing

HTML, text, email
and images

Open Ontology Forge RDF(S), XML, Xlink
XPointer, Dublin Core

Web browser + drag & drop,
create & annotate

Local, editable ontologies HTML, text, images
(SVG)

XPointer Local RDF or XML file

COHSE annotator DAML+OIL Plug in for Mozilla & IE Ontology server HTML (via DOM) XPointer Annotation server, DLS
Lixto Wrappers
MnM RDF(S), DAML+OIL,

OCML
Web browser Ontology server HTML, text Stores annotated

page
Embedded in Webpage

Melita RDF(S) DAML + OIL Control of intrusiveness of IE Local, editable ontologies HTML, text Regular expressions
Parmenides XML (CAS) Clustering to suggest additions
Armadillo RDF(S) HTML RDF triple store
KnowItAll HTML
SmartWeb RDF, RDF(S), OWL RDF knowledge base
PANKOW HTML CREAM
AeroSWARM

(AeroDAML)
OWL Web service Local ontologies HTML

SemTag RDF(S) HTML Label bureau (PICS)
KIM RDF(S), OWL Various plug-in front ends KIMO HTML RDF(S) knowledge base
Rainbow Project RDF WSDL/SOAP AmphorA XHTML database Shared upper level ontology HTML RDF repository (Sesame)
h-TechSight DAML + OIL RDF KM Portal Ontology editor, dynamics

metrics
HTML Tagged HTML web server

WiCKOffice Microsoft Smart Documents Office applications, support for
form filling

Microsoft Office Annotation server (3 store)

AktivDoc HTML RDF Integrated editing environment HTML RDF triple store
SemanticWord DAML+OIL Microsoft Word GUIs Word Mark-up tied to text

regions
Magpie HTML OCML Web browser plug in HTML None, real time
Thresher RDF Web browser (Thresher) Ontology personalization HTML None, real time

The comparison for requirement 7 (automation) is given inTable 2.
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Table 2
Comparison of annotation tools for requirement 7 (automation)

Annotation tool Automation Type of analysis for automation Learning in automation

Amaya No
Mangrove No
Vannotea No
OntoMat Yes PANKOW, Amilcare Supervised learning
M-OntoMat-Annotizer Yes Extraction of spatial descriptors Genetic algorithm
SHOE knowledge annotator Yes Running SHOE (wrappers) No
SMORE Yes Screen scraper No
Open Ontology Forge Yes String matching No
COHSE annotator Yes Ontology string matching No
Lixto Yes Wrappers No
MnM Yes POS tagging, Named Entity Recognition Supervised learning
Melita Yes String matching, POS tagging, Named Entity Recognition Supervised learning
Parmenides Yes Text mining with constraints Unsupervised learning
Armadillo Yes String matching, POS tagging, Named Entity Recognition Unsupervised learning
KnowItAll Yes String matching, Hearst patterns Unsupervised learning
SmartWeb Yes Shallow linguistic parsing Unsupervised learning
PANKOW Yes Hearst patterns Unsupervised learning
AeroSWARM (AeroDAML) Yes AeroText No
SemTag Yes Seeker, similarity, TBD Unsupervised learning
KIM Yes String matching, POS tagging, Named Entity Recognition No
Rainbow project Yes Hidden Markov models, bit-map classification Supervised learning
h-TechSight Yes Shallow linguistic analysis (POS tagging, Named Entity Recognition) No
WiCKOffice Yes Named Entity Recognition No
AktiveDoc Yes String matching, POS tagging, Named Entity Recognition Supervised and unsupervised learning
SemanticWord Yes AeroDAML No
Magpie Yes String-matching, Named Entity Recognition No
Thresher Yes Screen scraping, wrappers Supervised learning

are conceived as hyperlinks stored using the Distributed Links
Service[33]. In this scenario, automatically applied hyperlinks
are acceptable but only a word-matching service that highlights
ontology terms in the text has been implemented so far. The
annotator is provided as a plug-in suitable for use in Mozilla
or Internet Explorer, giving the user a choice of working envi-
ronment. The COHSE architecture has been used to support
a number of domain applications, including the generation of
semantic annotation for visually impaired users[10] and enrich-
ing a Java tutorial site[34].

4.2. Automatic annotation

In this group, we consider both annotation tools that include
automation components which provide suggestions for annota-
tions, but still require intervention by knowledge workers, and
tools which acquire annotations automatically on a large scale.
Some are still limited to usage by specialists while others are
suitable for knowledge workers. Automated systems intended
to support knowledge workers take into account user interface
design issues related to minimizing intrusiveness while maxi-
mizing accuracy.

Automation can generally be regarded as falling into three
categories. The most basic kind use rules or wrappers written
by hand that try to capture known patterns for the annotations.
T otate
S up b
t ough

good examples is a non-trivial and error-prone task. In order
to tackle this problem unsupervised systems employ a variety
of strategies to learn how to annotate without user supervision,
but their accuracy is still limited. A summary of the automation
aspects of the systems reviewed here is given inTable 2.

Lixto is a web information extraction system which allows
wrappers to be defined for converting unstructured resources into
structured ones. The tool allows users to create wrappers inter-
actively and visually by selecting relevant pieces of information
[35]. It was originally developed at the Technical University of
Vienna by Gottlob and colleagues and is now distributed by the
spin-off Lixto Software GmbH.7

MnM was designed to mark-up training data for IE tools
rather than as an annotation tool per se[36]. This means that it
stores marked up documents as tagged versions of the original,
rather than the RDF formats used by the Semantic Web commu-
nity. It has reasonable user support, with an HTML browser to
display the document and ontology browser features. A strength
of MnM is that it provides open APIs to link to ontology servers
and for integrating information extraction tools, making it flex-
ible about the formats and methods it uses.

Melita [37] is a user driven automated semantic annotation
tool which makes two main strategies available to the user. On
the one hand, it provides an underlying adaptive information

ber
2

hen there are two kinds of systems that learn how to ann
upervised systems learn from sample annotations marked

he user. A problem with these methods is that picking en
.
y7 Lixto Software GmbH (http://www.lixto.comaccessed on 16th Septem
005).

http://www.lixto.com/
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extraction system (Amilcare) that learns how to annotate the
documents by generalizing on the user annotations. Annotation
is therefore a process that starts by requiring full user annotation
at early stages, but ends in having the user merely verify the cor-
rectness of suggestions made by the system. On the other hand,
it provides facilities for rule writing (based on regular expres-
sions) to allow sophisticated users to define their own rules. In
Melita, documents are not selected randomly for annotation, but
rather selected automatically based on the expected usefulness,
to the IE system, of annotating the document. The Amilcare IE
system has been incorporated inK@, a legal KM system with
RDF based semantic capabilities produced by Quinary[38].

CAFETIERE is a rule-based system for generating XML
annotations developed as part of theParmenides project[39],
which has been used, for example, to annotate the GENIA
biomedical corpus[9]. Text mining techniques supplemented
with slot based constraints are used to suggest annotations to
analysts[40]. The Parmenides project also experimented with a
clustering approach to suggest concepts and relations to extend
ontologies[41].

Armadillo is a system for unsupervised creation of knowl-
edge bases from large repositories (e.g. the Web) as well as
document annotation[42]. It uses the redundancy of the infor-
mation in repositories to bootstrap learning from a handful of
seed examples selected by the user. Seeds are searched in the
repository. Then Adaptive IE is used to generalize over the exam-
p (e.g
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Another approach to learning annotations which exploits
the sheer size of the Web is Pattern-based Annotation through
Knowledge On the Web (PANKOW) [45]. PANKOW uses a
range of relatively rare, but informative, syntactic patterns to
mark-up candidate phrases in Web pages without having to man-
ually produce an initial set of marked-up Web pages and go
through a supervised learning step.

AeroSWARM8 is an automatic tool for annotation using
OWL ontologies based on the DAML annotatorAeroDAML
[46]. This has both a client server version and a Web enabled
demonstrator in which the user enters a URI and the system
automatically returns a file of annotations on another web page.
To view this in context the user would have to save the RDF to an
annotation server and view the results in an annotation friendly
browser such as Amaya.

SemTag is another example of a tool which focuses only on
automatic mark-up[47]. It is based on IBM’s text analysis plat-
form Seeker and uses similarity functions to recognize entities
which occur in contexts similar to marked up examples. The key
problem of large-scale automatic mark-up is identified as ambi-
guity, e.g. identical strings, such as “Niger” which can refer to
different things, a river or a country. A Taxonomy Based Disam-
biguation (TBD) algorithm is proposed to tackle this problem.
SemTag is proposed as a bootstrapping solution to get a seman-
tically tagged collection off the ground. It is intended as a tool
for specialists rather than one for knowledge workers.
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les and find new facts. Confirmation by several sources
ocuments) is then required to check the quality of the n
cquired data. After confirmation, a new round of learning
e initiated. This bootstrapping process can be repeated

he user is satisfied with the quality of the learned informa
rmadillo uses a number of techniques, from keyword b
earches, to adaptive IE to information integration.

KnowItAll [43] automates extraction of large knowled
ases of facts from the Web in a similar fashion to Armadillo.
ost notable difference is the way the system assesses the

ibility of candidate extractions. This is done using the point
utual information (PMI) measure rather than weighing m

iple evidence from domain-specific oracles. The PMI mea
s roughly the ratio between the number of search engine
btained by querying with the discriminator phrase (e.g. “L

s a city”) by the number of hits obtained by querying with
xtracted fact (e.g. “Liege”). Also, KnowItAll does not requ
ny set of initial seeds. Besides the baseline system, the a
ave provided three extensions to the system (pattern l

ng, subclass extraction and list extraction) which are sh
o improve overall performance.

The SmartWeb project is also investigating unsupervis
pproaches for RDF knowledge base population[44]. Their
pproach resolves the issue of not having pre-existing m
p to learn from by using class and subclass names from
ntology to construct examples. The context of these exam

s then learnt. In this way, instances can be identified w
ave similar contexts, but which may use different termi
gy to the ontology. Smart Web is aimed at broadband m
ccess and plans an initial demonstrator for the 2006 foo
orld cup.
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KIM [48,49], uses information extraction techniques to b
large knowledge base of annotations. The annotations in
re metadata in the form of named entities (people, places
hich are defined in the KIMO ontology and identified mai

rom reference to extremely large gazetteers. This is re
ive, and it would be a significant research challenge to ex
he KIM methodology to domain specific ontologies. Howe
amed entities are a class of metadata with broad usag
xample, in theRich News application KIM has been used
elp annotate television and radio news by exploiting the

hat Web news stories on the same topics are often publ
n parallel [8]. The KIM platform is well placed to showca
he kinds of retrieval and data analysis services that can be
ided over large knowledge bases of annotations. For exa
he KIM server is able to use a variety of plug in front en
ncluding one for Microsoft’s Internet Explorer, a Web UI t
rovides different semantic search services, and a graph v

or exploring the connections between entities. The develop
f KIM is set to continue in collaboration with DERI Galw
nd the GATE research team under the banner ofSWAN9, a
emantic Web Annotator.
TheRainbow project, based at the University of Economi

rague, is taking a web-mining led approach to autom
nnotation. Rainbow is in fact a family of independent ap
ations which share a common web-service front end and u
evel ontology[50]. The applications include text mining fro

8 AeroSWARM project page (http://ubot.lockheedmartin.com/ubot/hotda
eroswarm.htmlaccessed on 2 August 2004).
9 http://www.deri.ie/projects/swan/accessed August 2005.

http://ubot.lockheedmartin.com/ubot/hotdaml/aeroswarm.html
http://www.deri.ie/projects/swan/
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product catalogues as well as more general pattern matching
applications such as pornography recognition in bit-map image
files. The generated RDF is stored in Sesame databases for
semantic retrieval[12].

A traditional approach to information extraction is used by
the h-TechSight Knowledge Management Platform, in which
the GATE rule-based IE system is used to feed a semantic
portal [51]. This work is of particular interest because the
automatically generated annotations are monitored to produce
metrics describing the “dynamics” of concepts and instances
which can be fed back to end users[11]. It is envisaged that
dynamics data will be used to inform the manual evolution of
ontologies.

4.3. Integrated annotation environments

We emphasized in the requirements the need for single point
of entry systems that incorporate the annotation process with
knowledge workers’ everyday tasks. In this section, we review
systems that are aimed at integrating annotation into standard
tools and making annotation simultaneous to writing.

WiCKOffice [52] explores this approach. It demonstrates
how writing within a knowledge aware environment has use-
ful support possibilities, such as automatic assistance for form
filling using data extracted from knowledge bases.
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on demand for users browsing un-annotated resources. In this
way, they fill a niche for resources which it is either impossible to
annotate, such as external web pages, documents which change
rapidly, or those which might be annotated but with an unsuitable
ontology.

Magpie [55], for example operates from within a web
browser and does “real-time” annotation of web resources by
highlighting text strings related to an ontology of the user’s
choice. Appropriate web services can be linked to highlighted
strings. While the annotation of documents is automatic, Magpie
currently has the disadvantage that subject specific parts of the
lexicons of text strings for each ontology have to be produced
manually (common named entities such as people’s names and
organizations can be highlighted with a Named Entity Recog-
nition plug-in called ESpotter). Work on automating lexicon
generation is in progress.

The Thresher system is similar to Magpie in that it uses
wrappers to generate RDF on the fly as users browse deep web
resources[56]. As with Magpie, the user can access semantic ser-
vices for recognized objects. Writing wrappers is a complex task
which Thresher tackles by providing facilities for non-technical
users to mark-up examples of a particular class. These are then
used to induce wrappers automatically. Because Thresher is part
of the Haystack semantic browser[57] users can also personalize
the ontologies they use.
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AktiveDoc [53] enables annotation of documents at three
ls: ontology based content annotation, free text statemen
n-demand document enrichment. Support is provided d
oth editing and reading. Semi-automatic annotation of co

s provided via Adaptive Information Extraction from text (us
milcare). As AktiveDoc is designed for knowledge reuse

s able to monitor editing actions and to provide autom
uggestions about relevant content. Support is not limite
lling forms and other pre-determined structures (as in WI
ffice), but it is extended to free text as well. This enables tim

euse of existing knowledge when available. Armadillo supp
earches of relevant knowledge in large repositories; annot
n the document are used as context for searches. Annotatio
aved in a separate database; levels of confidentiality are
iated to annotations so to ensure confidentiality of knowl
hen necessary.
AeroDAML can provide automation within authoring en

onments. For example, theSemanticWord annotator[54],
hich provides GUI based tools to help analysts a

ate Microsoft Word documents with DAML ontologies
hey write. A commercial annotation system for Micros
ffice applications calledOntoOffice10 is available from
ntoprise.

.4. On-demand annotation

In this section, we describe two systems which are not st
nnotation tools. Instead, they produce annotation-like ser

10 OntoOffice tutorial (http://www.ontoprise.de/documents/tutorialontooffice
df accessed on 30 November 2004).
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. Automation

Automation is a particularly important requirement beca
t is needed to ease the knowledge acquisition bottleneck, p
larly for annotating large collections of legacy documents.
inds of support provided for annotating text can be class
nto four kinds, wrappers, IE systems incorporating superv
earning, IE systems that use some unsupervised machine
ng, and natural language processing systems. Many of th
ems we reviewed had one or more of these kinds of auto
upport for annotators (seeTable 2for a summary).

The most common form of support in the current genera
f tools is wrappers as originally developed by Kushmerick e

58], which exploit the structure of Web pages to identify nug
f information for mark-up. Wrappers and rules are most us
hen there are very regular patterns in the documents, su
tandard tables of data. They require skill on the part of the
iravegna et al.[37] give as an example of a typical user edita
attern for finding times of events in their Melita system:

d : \d\d\W + (AM |PM|am|pm)

That this pattern or “regular expression” is intended to ex
ime expressions would be clear to most programmers an
nformation extraction specialists (it means a digit followed
ymbol“:” then 2 digits, a word and either AM or PM in ca
al letters or lowercase letters). The average knowledge wo
owever, would certainly need support in deciphering the s
ols and would probably prefer it to be translated into s

orm of natural language template that “looks like” the tex
epresents.

http://www.ontoprise.de/documents/tutorial_ontooffice.pdf
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The Thresher system, which allows non-technical users to
generate wrappers automatically from examples, is a good exam-
ple of how progress is being made towards a more user-centric
approach to wrapper generation.

Supervised IE systems (e.g. Amilcare, used by S-CREAM,
MnM and Melita) learn how to recognize the objects that require
annotation by learning from a collection of previously annotated
documents. This usually requires the mark-up of a consider-
able collection of documents. The MnM system, for example,
was built to investigate how this task could be facilitated for
domain experts. Merely marking a number of documents is not
sufficient; the items marked need to be good examples of the
kinds of contexts in which the items are found. Finding the right
mix of exemplar documents is a tougher challenge for non IE
experts than the time-consuming work of marking up a sam-
ple of documents. Melita addressed this problem by suggesting
the best mix of documents for annotation. Unsupervised sys-
tems, like Armadillo, are starting to tackle these challenges by
exploiting unsupervised learning techniques. PANKOW (used
in OntoMat), for example, demonstrates how the distribution of
certain patterns on the Web can be used as evidence in order
to approximate the formal annotation of entities in Web pages
by a principle of ‘annotation by maximal (syntactic) evidence’.
For example, the number of times the phrase “cities such as
Paris” occurs on web pages, would supply one piece of evi-
dence that Paris is a city, which would be considered in the
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6. Requirements revisited

In the above survey of annotation tools, we have examined
a selection of tools that allow manual mark-up, plus a number
of annotators supporting semi-automatic and automatic mark-
up. Next, we look again at the seven requirements of annotation
tools for KM to see how the tools measure up to them, where
progress is being made, and where there are still challenges to
be met.

6.1. Requirement 1—standard formats

We identified standardization of the format of annotations
as essential to build in future proofing and compatibility of data
with the widest possible range of systems. The survey shows that
the W3C standards, particularly Annotea, are becoming domi-
nant in this area. Systems like CAFETIERE, which uses its own
XML based annotation scheme, are rare. This requirement has
been fulfilled, although the standards may need to be augmented
to tackle inadequacies in the existing standards (see discussion
of requirement 5).

6.2. Requirement 2—user centered/collaborative design

Our ideal semantic annotation system would use a sin-
gle point of entry approach in which annotation functionality,
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ight of counts of other patterns containing “Paris”. The suc
or C-PANKOW extends PANKOW by taking into account
ocal context of the web page the entity to be annotated ap
n [59].

Users of automatic annotation systems need to be awa
heir limitations. Broadly speaking these are missing ann
ions (known technically as low recall) and incorrect annotat
known as low precision), and they trade off against each o
owever, for organizations with large collections of legacy

n particular, imperfect annotation may be preferable to no a
ation.

Additional issues for IE in KM are discussed by Cirave
60]. Cimiano et al.[61] identify an additional problem, rel
ion extraction, that we need to address here. This is cr
o the mark-up of ontological information and the creation
ntelligent documents. Most IE systems can recognize con
nstances and values, but they are not able to establish e
elations between entities. For this reason, if a document
ains more than one instance of a concept, the system wi
e able to allocate the correct properties to the correct ins
ecause it is unable to differentiate among them. A typical e
le is a home page with several names and phone number

E system would not be able to match phone numbers to per
he problem of relation detection is under active investiga

n the information extraction community, e.g. through the A
xercises,11 and progress on this issue can be expected i
ext few years.

11 ACE exercises (http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/894.01/tests/ace/accessed on 3
ovember 2004).
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ncluding access to maintain the underlying ontologies, wou
eamlessly integrated with other tools routinely used by kn
dge workers to author and read documents. This does n
xist although there are signs of a trend towards integ
uthoring environments, such as WickOffice and AktiveD
he most common home environment of the tools we have

s a Web browser, a natural result of the fact that most of t
ere designed for the Semantic Web. Even for KM, this ha
dvantage of being a very familiar technology. The down

s that it both focuses development on native Web formats
TML and XML and tends to divorce the annotation proc

rom the process of document creation. More attention n
o be paid to build in or plug-in semantic annotation facili
n commonly used packages to encourage knowledge wo
o view annotation as part of the authoring process not a
fterthought, and also to supporting annotation in collabor
nvironments, as for example in Vannotea. Most of the t
eviewed in this survey did not address issues of proven
r access rights. Concerning the specification of access po
tandard methods to restrict access to databases or the file
re available. Offering this kind of support for trust, provena
nd access policies concerning annotations is an importan
hich needs to be addressed to make Semantic Web anno
viable knowledge management tool.

.3. Requirement 3—ontology support (multiple ontologies
nd evolution)

Annotation tools have adapted rapidly to recent cha
n ontology standards for the Web, with many of the m
ecent tools already supporting OWL. However, support

http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/894.01/tests/ace/
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doing anything more complex than searching and navigating
an ontology browser is the exception. Ontology maintenance,
which directly affects the maintenance of annotations, is poorly
supported, or not supported at all, by the current generation
of tools. This perhaps reflects the intended user groups; with
the assumption being that knowledge workers will use existing
ontologies rather than editing or creating them. However there
are signs that annotation systems are giving users more control
of ontologies. Melita allows users to split a concept and then
view all the instances that have been created for the old concept
and reassign them. The COHSE architecture includes a com-
ponent for maintaining the ontology but this does not appear to
be available from the annotator. The Open Ontology Forge sup-
ports the creation of new classes from a root class. Much more is
still required. A genuinely integrated semantic annotation envi-
ronment should give the user automatic support for ontology
maintenance, for example, using text mining methods to suggest
new classes as they emerge in documents and spotting incon-
sistencies between new and existing annotations. h-TechSight
has made a start in this direction by monitoring the dynamics of
instances and concepts to assist end-users in manual ontology
evolution. Parmenides has gone rather further and experimented
with clustering methods to suggest ontology changes. However
there is still a long way to go and we believe that ontology
maintenance represents a significant research challenge.
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approach is that connections are one way from annotations to
documents and, therefore, too easily broken by edits at the docu-
ment end. An environment in which documents and annotations
are stored separately, but closely coordinated is required. A
number of practical fixes have been implemented in OntoMat,
including the ability to search for similar documents that have
already been annotated, and a proposal to use pattern match-
ing to help relocate annotations in suitable places in the new
document. However, these are ways of coping with the prob-
lem. For KM applications a coordinated approach is needed to
tackle the issues of versioning annotations as documents evolve.
These include determining who has permission to edit annota-
tions, at which points in the document life cycle it is appropriate
to update the annotations, what automatic interventions are pos-
sible to reduce the burden on users, etc. Our survey did not
discover any concerted work on these lines.

6.6. Requirement 6—annotation storage options

In the Semantic Web, documents and their annotations are
stored separately. This is unavoidable since documents and
annotations are likely to be owned by different people or orga-
nizations and stored in different places. A variety of approaches
to separate storage were seen in the tools we examined. The
Annotea approach calls for RDF servers. Web storage technolo-
gies that have been used are RDF triplestore (Armadillo and
A
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.4. Requirement 4—support of heterogeneous document
ormats

Satisfying this requirement is a prerequisite for produ
ntegrated annotation environments and our survey sugges
he range of document types that can be handled is expan
hough few individual systems handle many different form
ost of the annotation tools we looked at supported only HT
nd XML. WICKOffice and OntoOffice provided annotation
ord processor files. Mangrove and SMORE provided facil

or handling emails. Open Ontology Forge, SMORE, Vann
nd M-OntoMat-Annotizer provided means to annotate im
nd image regions. The Rich News application of KIM p
ided an interesting example of how an area where autom
xpertise exists (text based IE) can be used to support the
atic annotation of more difficult (audio visual) media. T

ind of cross media approach is likely to prove fertile gro
or the development of environments that take a more integ
pproach to handling heterogeneous formats.

.5. Requirement 5—document evolution (document and
nnotation consistency)

We have observed that keeping annotations synchro
ith changes to documents is challenging and this is one

n which the current annotation standards are inadequate
nnotea approach adopted by many of the tools, stores an

ions separately from the document and uses XPointer to l
hem in the document. There are strong arguments in favo
eparate storage of annotations and documents, some wh
ill discuss in requirement 6, but the problem with the XPoi
at
g,
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d
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ktiveDoc), Label Bureaus (SemTag) and DLS (COHSE).
In an organizational setting, with greater control of do

ents, an alternative model is to store annotations directly
ocument. This is familiar to knowledge workers from the
ent text comment facilities for word processors, spreadsh
tc. We have also seen it used for example in Semantic
nd MnM. This approach is appealing, not just because

amiliarity, but because users believe it avoids the proble
eeping annotations and documents consistent (in fact i
laces all responsibility for consistency on the human ed
f the document). However, separate storage of annotation
dvantages for KM. The resulting decoupling of semantics
ontent facilitates document reuse because it is possible to
ules which control and automate which kinds of annotation
ransferred to new documents and which are not. It allows i
ation from heterogeneous resources to be queried centra
knowledge base. It also makes it easy to produce diff

iews of a document for users with different roles in an o
ization or different access rights, thus facilitating knowle
haring and collaboration. We therefore argue that separat
ge is the better model, even when extra overheads are re

o maintain links between a document and its annotations.

.7. Requirement 7—automation

Automation is vital to ease the knowledge acquisition bo
eck, as discussed above. Many of the systems we examin
ome kind of automatic and semi-automatic support for an
ion. Most of these handled just text, using mainly wrapper
nd natural language processing although there are som

ems, notably M-OntoMat-Annotizer and parts of the Rain
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Project looking to automate the handling of other media. Lan-
guage technologies present usability challenges when deployed
for knowledge workers since most are research tools or designed
for use by specialists. A first step in this direction is Melita,
where attention has been paid in finding ways to enable a seam-
less user interaction with the underlying IE system. In addition
to the usability challenges there are also research challenges,
among which we have highlighted the extraction of relations as
important for semantic annotation.

7. Summing up

Documents are central to KM, but intelligent documents,
created by semantic annotation, would bring the advantages of
semantic search and interoperability. These benefits, however,
come at the cost of increased authoring effort. We have, there-
fore, argued that integrated systems are needed which support
users in dealing with the documents, the ontologies and the anno-
tations that link documents to ontologies within familiar docu-
ment authoring environments. These systems need automation
to support annotation, automation to support ontology main-
tenance, and automation to help maintain the consistency of
documents, ontologies and annotations. They also need to sup-
port collaborative working. In this area we have identified the
lack of access controls as a limitation of the Semantic Web
approach for knowledge management.
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